Profiles of Raj Ghai and Vallisa Chauhan

Raj Ghai
Sunrise Radio
Raj Ghai has been in the media game for some time now. He never
reveals exactly how many years for fear of giving away his age! He’s
probably best known in the industry as a publicist and has worked with a
number of celebrities worldwide. During his career he has produced
music albums, worked as a music journalist, presented on radio and also
hosted TV shows on both Asian and mainstream channels! He currently
presents his weekly ‘Desi Beat’ show on Colors TV as well as the
breakfast show on Sunrise Radio of course. He’s an avid cook and is
regarded by some as a restaurant and food reviewer or critic. Being a
‘foodie’, Raj Ghai also co-presents a fun online weekly cookery show
called ‘Easy Cooking Made Difficult’ – the name says it all. Raj keeps
himself busy by also running his own record label and media agency and
is currently developing his own food brand! Raj has a dog. He also has a
fish tank with no fish!

Vallisa Chauhan
Sunrise Radio
Vallisa studied Film and Television at Brunel University after graduating
she started her first radio job and at the same time she started writing
her own feature film ‘Those 4 Walls’ which is releasing later this year.
Vallisa is also a female DJ and regularly DJs at mendhi’s and weddings.
Vallisa loves traveling and she takes up every opportunity she can to
book a trip abroad even if it’s just for a couple of days. If you ever need
travel advise Vallisa is the person to speak to. Vallisa loves watching
films as well as making them so the cinema is definitely one of her
favourite hang out spots. Disney films are her favourite and if she had a
choice she would become a mermaid with her own personal unicorn
(yup she lives in a fantasy world).

